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1 Clausal ellipsis

• Fragments as non-wh focus movement (Merchant 2004):

(1) Sally scammed somebody. Do you know whoi [TP Sally scammed ti]?

(2) Billi [TP Sally scammed ti].

• Open questions about how this focus movement occurs?

– Wh-movement happens regardless of ellipsis and is typically thought to feed sluicing.

– �e unelided equivalent of (2) is not a valid answer to a question. Is the PFmovement analysis
of Weir (2014a) reasonable?

1.1 Multiple sluicing

• English appears to have multiple sluicing, but no multiple wh-movement

(3) I know that in each instance one of the girls got something from one of the boys.

a. ?But which from which?
b. *But which from which got something?

• Is this true (covert) wh-movement of the sort seen in English, uncovered when ellipsis deletes
the clause (Richards 2001)?

• Or is the second wh-remnant special, as Lasnik (2014) contends?

• Is there any link to gapping (cf., e.g., Jayaseelan 1990)?

1.2 Multiple fragments?

• Existing theories of multiple sluicing, crossed with current theories of fragments as remnants,
suggest that multiple fragments should exist. Do they?

(4) a. Who gave the book to whom?
b. Sally to John.

• �is looks like gapping, but it is not because it is not in a coordinate structure.

• If multiple fragments are real, are they subject to the same properties as multiple sluices?
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1.3 Innovative uses

• Could contrastive dislocation be construed as a special form of fragment (Ott 2014; Ott and
de Vries 2015)?

(5) [CP1 [den
the

Peter]i
Peter

habe ich gestern ti gesehen] [CP1 denk
him

habe
have

ich
I

gestern
yesterday

tk

gesehen]
seen
‘I saw Peter yesterday.’

• Could this analysis be extended to clitic le� dislocation in Romance, which lacks movement
of the pronoun to the le� periphery? Is dislocation just di�erent in di�erent languages?

(6) Este
this

libroi ,
book

Juan
Juan

loi
it

compró.
bought

‘As for this book, Juan bought it.’

• �e motivation is less clear here, since we do not have an exceptional case of V3. But the
possibility remains to be investigated.

1.4 Two things we didn't talk about

1.4.1 Stripping

• We talked a bit about Weir’s (2014b) analysis of why-stripping.

• But we did not talk about stripping in general, which strands a single constituent:

(7) Abby speaks passable Dutch, and Ben, too.

• Another common variety is so-called not-stripping.

(8) Harvey bought a pig, but not Sally.

• Stripping, like gapping, occurs only in coordinate structures (but the similarity of fragments
makes it hard, sometimes to tell if you are looking at a fragment or at stripping).

• Is it distinct from fragments (or gapping for that matter)?

1.4.2 Polarity ellipsis

• It has been proposed that cases of yes and no actually involve clausal ellipsis (Kramer and
Rawlins 2011).

(9) a. Is Alfonso coming to the party?
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b. Yes, he is coming to the party.

• �is does not necessarily involve extraction, but it probably interacts with it in various ways.

• For instance, Gribanova’s (2017) discussion of polarity focus in Russian looks at cases where
verbs appear to move to the position of the yes/no particles da ‘yes’ and net ‘no’. Notice they
accompany phrasal material:

(10) Evgenija
Evgenija

otpravila
sent

posylku
package

v
to

Moskvu?
Moskow

‘Did Eugenia send the package to Moskow?’
a. Net.

No
/
/
Yes.
Yes

b. V
To

Moskvu
Moskow

da,
yes,

a
but

v
to

Piter
Piter

net.
no

‘To Moskow, yes, but to St. Petersburg, no.’
c. V

To
Moskvu
Moskow

otpravila,
sent,

a
but

v
to

Piter
Piter

ne
neg

otpravila.
sent

‘To Moskow, yes, but to St. Petersburg, no.’

• �is would be a case of verb-stranding clausal ellipsis.

2 Verb phrase ellipsis

• We can wh-move out of vpe sites. We can also topicalize things (Schuyler 2001)

(11) I don’t know which puppy you will buy,
but I know which onei you should [VP buy ti ].

(12) �e book I liked.�e movie, I didn’t [VP like ti ].

• �us, it outwardly looks like we have both wh- and non-wh-movements out of vpe sites,
similar to clausal ellipsis.

• . . .modulo things like MaxElide (Merchant 2008), if it exists (Messick and�oms 2016).

2.1 Pseudogapping

• Pseudogapping certainly looks like extraction from vpe, but the destination of the remnant is
not the le� periphery. Exactly where is a matter of some discussion (Jayaseelan 2001; Lasnik
1999; Richards 2001).

(13) John could pull you out of a plane, like he did [his brotherk [pull tk out of a plane]].

• �is looks a lot like a fragment – an element focus-moved out of an ellipsis site – but the
domain of ellipsis is smaller.
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• One wonder if there is any deeper link between these constructions, as Richards’s (2001)
analysis suggests. Is this viable in a Weir 2014a-like framework?

• �e Jayaseelan (2001) suggestion point this way too, though in a di�erent frame work.�e
remnant in a pseudogap moves to a clause-internal FocP, as opposed to a le�-periphery FocP
as with fragments.

2.2 Multiple remnants

• In LaCara 2015, I discuss inversion in as-parentheticals and compares them to a form of
subject pseudogapping:

(14) Mary might have scammed Bruce, as might have Sallyi [VoiP ti scammed Bruce].

• Related to the above question about the nature of pseudogapping and (multiple) fragments,
some speakers seem to accept multiple remnants in as-parentheticals:

(15) ?Phil might have �nished this movie, as might have Carl this book

• Depending on your view of how material escapes ellipsis sites, this may be predicted to occur.
But judgments are touchy.

• �e results of Sailor and�oms (2014) certainly rely on the idea that there can be multiple
remnants as a way of avoiding non-constituent coordination.

(16) He didn’t [vP speak to Mary on�ursday] or [vP Billi on Fridayk [vP speak ti tk]].

• �is certainly looks like a variety of pseudogapping with multiple remnants.

2.3 Gapping.. .

• �e age-old question: Is gapping vpe? It certainly behaves di�erently from pseudogapping.

(17) Bill ate the ham and Mary, the beans.

• But if it is vpe, how do we account for the various coordination-related restrictions on it
(Johnson 2009)?

2.4 Antecedent contained deletion

• One thing we did not get to talk about at all is antecedent contained deletion, where the
apparent antecedent for ellipsis contains the ellipsis site:

(18) I will [vP read every book that Sally does vP].

• �is happens in relative clauses, where there is operator movement out of the elided vP.

• �is construction is a good reminder that ellipsis identity does not hold over surface structures.
�e typical analysis relies on qr to derive the correct antecedent (Sag 1976).

(19) [QP Every book that [CP Opi Sally does [vPE read ti]]]k I will [vPA read tk]
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3 Noun phrase ellipsis

• We do not understand npe very well, and we certainly understand extraction from ellipsis
sites even less well.

• Depending on you assumptions about possessives, we probably need to have some limited
movement out of npe sites:

(20) I read Bill’s book, and you read Maryi ’s [nP ti book].

• We did see the claim that there is no noun-stranding npe from Lipták and Saab (2014), but
Sailor (2017) gave us reason to cast doubt on the explanation.

• But we don’t seem to have A′-movement to the le� periphery that we see in vpe and clausal
ellipsis cases. Part of that is due to the simple fact that possessive DPs (probably the clearest
case of npe in English; Chisholm 2001) do not allow extraction.

(21) *?Whati did you read [DP John’s book about ti].

• But even places where movement is relatively ok (like quanti�ed DPs) is not possible in
equivalent npe sites. But is apparent npe a�er quanti�ers actually ellipsis?

(22) *Who did you see several pictures of, and who did you see many?

(23) *�is is the man I saw several pictures of, and this is the woman who I saw many.

• Yoshida et al. (2012) argue that there is pseudogapping within DP:

(24) John read [DP Bill’s book of poems] and [DP Mary’s of music].

• So perhaps the problem has to do with moving material out of DP. But there is clearly a
dearth of research her.

4 Non-constituent ellipsis

• Recall that the one of the main motivations behind all of this is to avoid positing non-
constituent ellipsis.

• It’s easy to lose sight of this motivation. But the move-and-delete approaches to various
phenomena allow us to target constituents rather than stipulate individual operations that
delete (sometimes discontiguous) strings.

• We may need to result to more elaborate devices to explain strange phenomena like gapping,
but we ultimately wind up with a simpler theory for a broader number of constructions.
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